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The Celtic Way Of Evangelism How Christianity Can
Reach Westagain George G Hunter Iii
Ethics in Christian Ministry is about preparing for the highs and lows of ministry by
internalizing and rehearsing the ethical essentials of Christ-centered pastoring.
Esther de Waal's classic guide to Celtic spirituality shows how its rich literary traditions
and earthy realism can speak to the toughness and challenges of our own world.
Avoiding sentimentality , she presents a spirituality that can be lived with honesty,
commitment and truthfulness.
The classic reflection of the Protestant roots and ethos behind pluralistic American and
its religions today. Martin Marty, in his new introduction for the Wesleyan reissue of H.
Richard Niebuhr's The Kingdom of God in America, calls it "a classic." First published in
1938, "It remains the classic reflection of the Protestant roots and ethos behind
pluralistic America and its religions today." Marty notes that the new "raw and rich
pluralism" that challenges the Protestant hegemony in American life has left many
Protestants longing to "get back to their roots." Niebuhr's book , perhaps more than any
other, identifies and describes those roots for Protestants, especially
Congregationalists, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Methodists, Quakers, Baptists, and
Lutherans. Introduction by Martin E. Marty.
Thomas V. Morris discusses life, death, religion, the nature of faith and more. This
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captivating book is ideal both for thoughtful unbelievers who consider Christianity
unreasonable, and Christians wanting to know how to share their faith with sceptics.
Writing in an engaging, conversational style, Morris takes an intriguing new look at the
big questions that keep coming up -- questions about life, death, God, religion, the
nature of faith, the formation of an adequate worldview, and the meaning of life. Morris
explores these kinds of questions in an earnest yet thoroughly entertaining and easily
readable way, relating numerous personal anecdotes, incorporating intriguing material
from the films of Woody Allen and the journals of Tolstoy, and using the writings of the
seventeenth-century genius Blaise Pascal as a central guide.
Describes Celtic Christianity as one of the most successfully evangelistic branches of
the church in history; shows what the contemporary church can learn.
This book tells how the contemporary church can reclaim its ancient witness through
hands-on ministries with the unchurched. When it comes to transforming people's lives
and leading them into active Christian discipleship, why does there seem to be such a
difference between the church we read about in the New Testament and our own
churches today? What was it about those earliest Christians that empowered them to
spread the gospel with such startling results? One core reason, says George G. Hunter
III, is that they reached out into the communities in which they lived. Instead of building
fortress churches and inviting others to come join them inside the walls, the earliest
Christians spread out, engaging in hands-on ministries to meet the needs of people
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where they were. The churches today that have reclaimed this apostolic ministry are
the ones that do not rely on worship, or even preaching, to woo the unchurched into
visiting them. Rather, they use outreach ministries -- everything from recovery groups to
English-as-a-second-language classes -- to reach those most in need of the healing
word of the gospel.
Celtic Christianity–the form of Christian faith that flourished among the people of Ireland
during the Middle Ages– has gained a great deal of attention lately. George G. Hunter
III points out that while the attention paid to the Celtic Christians is well deserved, much
of it fails to recognize the true genius of this ancient form of Christianity. What many
contemporary Christians do not realize is that Celtic Christianity was one of the most
successfully evangelistic branches of the church in history. The Celtic church converted
Ireland from paganism to Christianity in a remarkably short period, and then proceeded
to send missionaries throughout Europe. North America is today in the same situation
as the environment in which the early Celtic preachers found their mission fields:
unfamiliar with the Christian message, yet spiritually seeking and open to a vibrant new
faith. If we are to spread the gospel in this culture of secular seekers, we would do well
to learn from the Celts. Their ability to work with the beliefs of those they evangelized,
to adapt worship and church life to the indigenous patterns they encountered, remains
unparalleled in Christian history. If we are to succeed in reaching the West . . . again,
then we must begin by learning from these powerful witnesses to the saving love of
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Jesus Christ. This classic book on the power of indigenous evangelism has been
thoroughly revised and updated, proving once again how much these ancient Christians
have to teach anyone who seeks to spread the word of the gospel.
The Bible calls all Christians to share the good news about Jesus’s death and
resurrection with those who don’t believe in Christ, yet this task can often seem
daunting. This study helps participants have the right perspectives on evangelism and
shows them how to go about sharing the good news with others. A series of ten 6–7
week studies covering the nine distinctives of a healthy church as originally laid out in
Nine Marks of a Healthy Church by Mark Dever. This series explores the biblical
foundations of key aspects of the church, helping Christians to live out those realities as
members of a local body. Conveniently packaged and accessibly written, the format of
this series is guided, inductive discussion of Scripture passages and is ideal for use in
Sunday school, church-wide studies, or small group contexts.
The most common methods of evangelism are tailor-made for extroverts. But what about the
rest of us? Other Christians, including introverted, reflective people, are left with feelings of
guilt and fear and the desire to become more outgoing. The problem, says Mike Bechtle, is not
their personality, but that they've been taught methods of evangelism that push them too far
out of their comfort zone. In Evangelism for the Rest of Us, Bechtle shows readers how to
share their faith in more comfortable ways by helping them discover and define their unique
strengths within their personality type. With fresh, biblical insight, this much-needed resource
renews a passion for sharing Christ with others, because telling the Good News does not have
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to be so intimidating.
Celtic Christianityùthe form of Christian faith that flourished among the people of Ireland during
the Middle Agesùhas gained much notoriety in recent years. George G. Hunter III points out
that while the attention paid to the Celtic Christians is well deserved, much of it fails to
recognize the true genius of this ancient form of Christianity. What many contemporary
Christians do not realize is that Celtic Christianity was one of the most successfully
evangelistic branches of the church in history. The Celtic church converted Ireland from
paganism to Christianity in a remarkably short period, and then proceeded to send
missionaries throughout Europe. This classic book on the power of indigenous evangelism has
been thoroughly revised and updated, proving once again how much these ancient Christians
have to teach anyone who seeks to spread the word of the gospel.
John Finney's account of, and exploration of the differences between, Celtic and Roman
evangelism will challenge and change the way we evangelise.
This lively and original account of early Celtic Christianity - which was of far greater importance
in the development of Western culture than we commonly realize - is told against the
background of European history of the first seven centuries A.D. It focuses on the lives of
Saints Brendan, Columba, and Columbanus, who lived active and effective lives in the cause
of the early Church. Brendan, one of the founding fathers of Christianity in Ireland, was known
in legend as a voyager and was thought to have reached the Western Hemisphere long before
the Vikings. Columba took Celtic Christianity to Scotland and helped to re-establish it in Wales
and in the North and West of England. Columbanus was the great Irish missionary to
continental Europe, where he and his followers helped to convert the heathen invaders from
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the East. When Rome, in the person of St. Augustine, Pope Gregory's apostle to the Angles,
penetrated again to England, a showdown between Roman and Celtic Christianity was
inevitable. The dramatic confrontation occurred at the Council of Whitby in 664. Rome, with its
organization and authority, won, and Celtic Catholicism went into eclipse. But some of its
influence persisted all over Europe, and it had a large share in shaping the culture that
ultimately emerged from the dark ages. This book's fascination is the picture that it gives of the
movements of peoples, the shaping of new countries, and the development of ideas during
those too-little-known centuries.
Are you 'evangelizing' in the wrong direction?
Provides six proven successful "mega-strategies" for bringing more people into the church.
Explains why John Wesley's writings still hold valuable insights for church growth. "In reading
the manuscript, I was inspired by the constant swing between theory and practice. Here is a
valid principle, writes Hunter; here is how it works in Tampa, Florida, or Wilmington, Delaware.
I was also enthused, as you will be, to observe how McGavran and Wesley targeted
'responsive' people, how they both used indigenous music and language and culture, how they
identified needs and met them, and how determined both were to have supportive fellowship
groups, lest converts die 'aborning'."--Richard Wilke, from the foreword.
Trinitarian Doctrine for Today's Mission This stimulating little book introduces some of the
issues involved in mission in the twentieth century. Newbigin discusses missions from an
ecumenical perspective before considering the limits of ecumenicity and the need for truth. He
considers that the present situation of the missionary movement has brought the question of
the uniqueness and finality of Christ into sharp focus. This question, he argues, and the
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question of the relation of what God is doing in the mission of the Church and in the secular
events of history will only be answered correctly in the framework of a fully and explicitly
trinitarian doctrine of God. With and introduction by Eleanor Jackson.
Hunter discusses the rebirth of the apostolic congregation, Christianity's vision of what people
can become, how small groups shape an apostolic people, how lay ministry advances the
Christian movement, and how apostolic churches reach secular people. This work shows that
there is an apostolic way for a congregation to live out the gospel, and here is why church
leaders think so: "George Hunter hits the nail on the head with this practical and encouraging
guide to church-based evangelism."-Steve Sjogren, Senior Pastor, Vineyard Community
Church, Cincinnati, Ohio. "This is a groundbreaking book. What sets it apart from all the others
is that it is based on hard data and real life examples...If you want to know what is really
happening in the so-called Seeker churches, this book is a must read." --Rick Warren, Senior
Pastor, Saddleback Community Church, Mission Viejo, California "George Hunter hits a home
run with this book." --Walt Kallestad, Community Church of Joy, Phoenix, Arizona "Our
commitment to the rebirth of apostolic congregations will be greatly enhanced by this book."
--John Ed Mathison, Frazier Memorial United Methodist Church, Montgomery, Alabama
"Apostolic churches present a tremendous challenge to stagnant traditional churches. It is
required reading for all who yearn to see the growth of the church." --Sir Alan Walker, Australia

Paul Nixon does it again with this groundbreaking follow-up to his bestseller "I
Refuse to Lead a Dying Church!" "We Refused to Lead a Dying Church!" shares
the miracles of God’s transformative power in dying churches that decided to
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choose life with real examples of ordinary pastors and lay leaders who inspired
church growth. Nixon shares the stories of fifteen churches from the United
Church of Christ, United Methodist Church, and Presbyterian Church (USA) that
decided giving up, dying, was not an option.
The Celtic Way is recognised as the most authoritative, accessible and wellbalanced introduction to the native Christian faith of the British Isles.
Many of the most effective churches consist of some sort of combination of
“traditional” and “contemporary.” However, they are not simply “blended.” In
fact, much of what they do is beyond mere categorization of “traditional” and
“contemporary.” Instead, they are “missional” and “strategic” in their approach.
Using sports metaphor, author George Hunter lays the groundwork for a new line
of thinking, a new identity, in order to incite a quiet revolution.
You can be a part of the spread of the gospel in the world. Here are theological
reflections and real stories from women from across the world who are eagerly
sharing the good news of Jesus wherever God has placed them—showing us just
how possible it is to follow Jesus’s call to evangelism in our ordinary, everyday
lives.
Many sincere Christians dismiss evangelism due to enduring evangelistic
caricatures. This book helps readers move beyond those caricatures to consider
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thoughtfully and practically how they can engage in evangelism, whether it's
through one-on-one conversations, social media, social justice, or the pageantry
of worship. At once biblical, theological, historical, and practical, this book by a
seasoned scholar offers an engaging, well-researched, and well-organized
presentation and analysis of 8 models of evangelism. Covering a breadth of
approaches--from personal evangelism (one-on-one) to media evangelism
(global) and everything in between--Priscilla Pope-Levison encourages readers
to take a deeper look at evangelism and discover a model that captures their
attention. Each chapter introduces and assesses a model biblically, theologically,
historically, and practically, allowing for easy comparison across the board. The
book also includes end-of-chapter study questions to further help readers interact
with each model.
Written in engaging and accessible prose, this book is ideal for study groups and
individuals. Prayer exercises at the end of each chapter help readers incorporate
into their minds and souls the wisdom Aidan and those of the Celtic period still
provide for us today. Also includes poems, blessings, and 17 black-and-white line
drawings.
Don Everts and Doug Schaupp tell the stories of postmodern people who have
come to follow Jesus. They describe the factors that influence how people shift in
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their perspectives and become open to the Gospel. They provide practical tools
to help people enter the kingdom, as well as guidelines for how new believers
can live out their Christian faith.
Henderson hired atheist Casper to accompany him to twelve churches and to
then reveal what he found there. The chronicle of their journey offers a glimpse
into a kind of relationship that Henderson believes more Christians need to open
themselves to--authentic, respectful, transparent friendship with nonbelievers.
They collected valuable insights into what nonbelievers see, experience, and feel
as visitors in the midst of believers.
What are we to make of those occasional yet illuminating experiences of God's
presence that occur outside both church and Scripture? We may encounter
God's revelatory presence as we experience a beautiful sunset, the birth of a
child, or a work of art, music, or literature. While theologians have tended to
describe such experiences abstractly as mere traces or echoes, those involved
often recognize such moments of transcendence as transformative. Here senior
theologian Robert Johnston explores how Christians should think theologically
about God's wider revelatory presence that is mediated outside the church
through creation, conscience, and culture. The book offers a robust, constructive
biblical theology of general revelation, rooting its insights in the broader
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Trinitarian work of the Spirit. Drawing in part from the author's theological
engagement with film and the arts, the book helps Christians understand
personal moments of experiencing God's transcendence and accounts for
revelatory experiences of those outside the believing community. It also shows
how God's revelatory presence can impact our interaction with nonbelievers and
those of other faiths.
It used to be that providing clear evidence for the resurrection of Jesus or the
reliability of the Bible was a pretty effective way to reach people with the Good
News. But today, many folks think all truth is relative, even our historical and
scientific data about Christianity. So how can we reach them? We need new
ways of telling people the old, old story. We need to look again at our usual
mental habits if we want to reach people who have a brand new mindset of their
own. We need to get outside the box of ideas and practices that are sacred to us
but are not sacred to God. That's what Rick Richardson's book is all about. Here
are fresh perspectives on relying on the Holy Spirit, awakening spiritual interest in
others, appealing to what they value (instead of what we think they should value)
and leading them into a transforming experience with God. Also included is
Richardson's Circles of Belonging, a new, straightforward presentation of the
message of Jesus (yes, it can even be sketched out on a napkin!) that is true to
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Scripture and true to the new way people live and think. As an experienced
evangelist and leader of evangelism programs, Richardson offers in this helpful
book the principles and practices that will help us all grow in love for--and
communicate effectively with--people who need Jesus.
Elaine Heath brings a fresh perspective to the theory and practice of evangelism
by approaching it through contemplative spirituality. This thoroughly revised
edition includes a new study guide. Praise for the First Edition Outreach
Resource of the Year Award Winner "[Heath's] biographies of the mystics are
inspiring, and her emphases on suffering and spiritual depth as the antidote to a
prepackaged, method-obsessed, consumer-oriented evangelistic approach are
refreshing."--Outreach
Celtic Christianity—the form of Christian faith that flourished among the people of
Ireland during the Middle Ages—has gained a great deal of attention lately.
George G. Hunter III points out that, while the attention paid to the Celtic
Christians is well deserved, much of it fails to recognize the true genius of this
ancient form of Christianity. What many contemporary Christians do not realize is
that Celtic Christianity was one of the most successfully evangelistic branches of
the church in history. The Celtic church converted Ireland from paganism to
Christianity in a remarkably short period, and then proceeded to send
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missionaries throughout Europe. North America is today in the same situation as
the environment in which the early Celtic preachers found their mission fields:
unfamiliar with the Christian message, yet spiritually seeking, and open to a
vibrant new faith. If we are to spread the gospel in this culture of secular seekers,
we would do well to learn from the Celts. Their ability to work with the beliefs of
those they evangelized, to adapt worship and church life to the indigenous
patterns they encountered, remains unparalleled in Christian history. If we are to
succeed in “reaching the West . . . again,” then we must begin by learning from
these powerful witnesses to the saving love of Jesus Christ.
A New York Times Notable Book of 2018 “Searingly passionate…Nixey writes up
a storm. Each sentence is rich, textured, evocative, felt…[A] ballista-bolt of a
book.” —New York Times Book Review In Harran, the locals refused to convert.
They were dismembered, their limbs hung along the town’s main street. In
Alexandria, zealots pulled the elderly philosopher-mathematician Hypatia from
her chariot and flayed her to death with shards of broken pottery. Not long before,
their fellow Christians had invaded the city’s greatest temple and razed
it—smashing its world-famous statues and destroying all that was left of
Alexandria’s Great Library. Today, we refer to Christianity’s conquest of the
West as a “triumph.” But this victory entailed an orgy of destruction in which
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Jesus’s followers attacked and suppressed classical culture, helping to pitch
Western civilization into a thousand-year-long decline. Just one percent of Latin
literature would survive the purge; countless antiquities, artworks, and ancient
traditions were lost forever. As Catherine Nixey reveals, evidence of early
Christians’ campaign of terror has been hiding in plain sight: in the palimpsests
and shattered statues proudly displayed in churches and museums the world
over. In The Darkening Age, Nixey resurrects this lost history, offering a
wrenching account of the rise of Christianity and its terrible cost.
Imagine that prayer could be like savoring a fine French meal—a flow of engaging
courses featuring creative recipes, infusing all your senses, and enticing a return
for more. Is it possible? Yes! David Brazzeal stirs together a love of French
dining and his innovative prayer practices with a dash of international adventure
to concoct an inspiring, reinvigorating prayer experience. Fun, yet profound, from
confession to meditation, from observing to lamenting to praising, this book is full
of practical ideas. Some can be used immediately; others take a lifetime to
master. Some can be used with groups, while others work well throughout the
day. Brazzeal (Now Paul, He was a Servant) has written a cookbook for
prayer—literally. After a first section that likens learning to pray to learning to cook
and also notes the importance of food in the Bible, the author, who lives in Paris,
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divides the book into sections. Instead of soups, salads, sides, main courses, and
desserts, these sections cover different types of prayer, such as thanksgiving,
confessing, and asking, complete with “recipes.” Thus “praising” prayers, which
are likened to hors d’oeuvre, contain “recipes” that call for praying by writing
down all the verbs in Psalm 147 or by creating a physical movement that opens
you to God. Likewise, recipes for “blessing” prayers include visualizing a friend
in a setting that represents well-being and joy. The book’s voice is exuberant
and the cookbook idea clever and appealing. Rather than a tome to be read and
forgotten, the volume is formatted as a resource to keep handy, maybe even
among cookbooks. The book might benefit from less autobiography and even
more recipes, but it’s still a delectable read, supplemented by tasty quotes from
Christian sages. —Publishers Weekly “Pray like a gourmet—I love the metaphor. I
know what it means to have been preoccupied by excellent food and wine. I have
also learned to apply that strong desire to my personal relationship with Jesus
Christ and to be nourished and sustained, even to the point of resilience. I shall
keep this series of “tasteful disciplines” close at hand and consume them daily
as I hunger and thirst after his righteousness.” —Graham Kerr, The Galloping
Gourmet “Pray Like a Gourmet is the gentlest, most readable, kindest guide to
prayer one could ever hope to explore. Reading through its storied pages, one
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goes from ‘I never thought of that before’ to ‘I could do that’ to ‘I want to do
that’ and back again. This one is an adventure for the believing heart.” —Phyllis
Tickle, compiler, The Divine Hours “If I were a beginning cook, I would want a
guide who was experienced, flexible, enthusiastic, and sensitive to the questions
and insecurities of an absolute beginner. And if I were a beginner in prayer, I
would want David Brazzeal to be my teacher. Even as someone who has prayed
for most of my life, I found Pray Like a Gourmet to be nourishing, delicious, and
delightful.” —Brian D. McLaren, author and speaker (brianmclaren.net) “From the
moment you read the Menu, - oops, my error! Let's start again. From the moment
you read the Table of Contents, Pray Like A Gourmet becomes a banquet for the
soul and for the spirit. Since when has prayer been such a mouth-watering, tastebud awakening experience? Like food and wine, artisan bread and spring-fed
water, prayer in its' multiple forms is to be savored as it feeds our inner beings.
Prayer is the place of communion and of life-giving union with God. No room for
deprivation here. Come and most heartily feast!” —Pierre LeBel, author and
teacher, Member of the Canadian Leadership Team and the NA Cities
Leadership Team for YWAM.
Christianity is a surprising religion. It has changed the world in remarkable ways
throughout history simply through Christians living out their faith. More recently,
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we’ve become afraid of a habituated Christianity, thinking that routines will rob
our faith of its vitality. The net effect is that we’ve replaced the habits that
surprise the world with habits that mimic the world—and both we and the world
suffer for it. Integrating the five habits in the BELLS model—Bless others, Eat
together, Listen to the Spirit, Learn Christ, and understand yourself as Sent by
God into others’ lives—will help you spread the gospel organically, graciously,
and surprisingly. Michael Frost, a world-renowned expert on evangelism and
discipleship, makes evangelism a lifestyle that is fulfilling, exciting, effective, and
easy to live out!
Reframing Spiritual Formation takes seriously the realities of an increasingly
secular, pluralistic and spiritually thirsty population base most churches face with
fear, yet are called to reach and disciple. Hammett provides succinct overviews
of the challenges and opportunities these realities bring to the doors of churches
and their leaders. His primary focus is on facilitative questions and practical ideas
for discipling the churched and the unchurched who are seeking grounding and
meaning in this rapidly changing world.
Do you wonder where God is present in your day? Let Beth Richardson help you
learn to bless the life you have and experience the sacredness of every moment.
Christ Beside Me, Christ Within Me guides you to be present in the moment and
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find God in your everyday circumstances through the use of blessings. Use the
blessings in this book as touchstones throughout the day-a calm center to focus
on despite whatever is happening around you. In typical Celtic style, the
blessings encourage us to notice God's presence in each moment-especially
through nature. A sense of joy and gratitude for ordinary moments pervades this
book. Beth Richardson leads us to realize the richness of the gifts of life, express
our feelings about special moments and times of struggle, and find ways to pray
for the world and all its people.
Evangelism is about reaching out to others. Really? You think? Brace yourself. In
Nudge, author Leonard Sweet sets out to revolutionize our understanding of
evangelism. He defines evangelism as “nudge” – awakening each other to the
God who is already there. Sweet’s revolution promises to affect your encounters
with others, as well as shaking the very roots of your own faith. So brace
yourself.
A revised edition of this classic compendium of readings and prayers for every
day of the year, with Celtic themes and inspiration. The first in a two-volume
collection of liturgies, prayers and meditations from the Northumbria Community,
inspired by ancient Celtic Christianity, but reaching out to bring inspiration and
comfort to all today who seek to be still and to find spiritual truth.
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"Few books have had as great an impact on the cause of world evangelization in
our generation as Robert Coleman's "The Master Plan of Evangelism.""--Billy
Graham It all started when Jesus called a few men to follow him and share God's
message with their neighbors. We are called to do the same. But evangelism can
be difficult--even intimidating. With all the evangelism resources available, where
should you turn to find advice on how to share the Good News with others?
Robert E. Coleman says the answers aren't found in TV evangelism, easyevangelism guidebooks, or the latest marketing techniques. Rather, he looks to
the Bible, to the ultimate example found in Jesus Christ. For more than forty
years this classic, biblical look at evangelism has challenged and instructed over
three million readers. Now repackaged for a new generation, "The Master Plan of
Evangelism" is as fresh and relevant as ever. Join the movement and discover
how you can minister to the people God brings into your life.
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